Alternative Medicine and the Family Physician

Complementary and alternative medicine is a subset of health care practices that are not an integral part of the dominant health care system in the United States. Operationally, complementary and alternative medicine is defined as those health care practices used for the prevention and treatment of disease that neither are taught widely in medical schools nor are generally available in hospitals.

Alternative medicine is an area of great public interest and activity, both nationally and worldwide. One of every three Americans saw an alternative health care practitioner in 1990, amounting to more than 400 million visits, more than to all conventional primary care physicians. More than $13 billion were paid for these services, of which $10 billion was out-of-pocket and not reimbursed. In Europe, regular use of complementary and alternative practices ranges from 20 to 70 percent and nearly 40 percent in Australia. According to the World Health Organization, 80 percent of the health care services in the developing world are traditional medicine. These practices become complementary, alternative, or unconventional when used in Western countries. Recent surveys indicate that the use of complementary and alternative medicine is increasing.

National surveys, however, though useful for understanding public health issues, can be misleading for physicians who deal with local populations or special groups. For example, up to 50 percent of patients who have cancer or are infected with human immunodeficiency virus will use unconventional practices at some point during the course of their illness. Folk medicine use in rural and special ethnic populations can exceed 70 percent, but in certain pediatric populations use of complementary and alternative medicine is around 10 percent.

Although these population and condition-based surveys have documented widespread use of these practices, we know little about how frequently alternative medicine is used in the average family practice population, where a large portion of chronic disease care occurs. Information about the frequency, conditions, and reasons for use of complementary and alternative medicine by patients cared for in family practice can help the physician address these issues with patients more systematically and rationally. Thus, local surveys and surveys of special populations are needed. In this issue of the JABFP, Drs. Christine Drivdahl and William Miser report findings of a survey of a military family practice population that asked about the use, perceived effectiveness, and satisfaction of complementary and alternative medicine.

Drivdahl and Miser's report is a descriptive analysis of 177 (of 250) questionnaires randomly sent to persons eligible for care at a military family practice clinic in Washington state. The data showed that more than 28 percent of patients reported ever using alternative medicine. Examples

were given, but no distinction was made between over-the-counter self-care and visits to professional complementary and alternative medicine practitioners. The respondents were fairly representative of the military population and were generally well educated, married, in good health, and quite satisfied with their care from the family practice clinic. Given these characteristics, the patient satisfaction level, and that their medical care was free, one would expect they had little reason to go elsewhere. Indeed, the rate of complementary and alternative medicine use in this population was lower than that found in many other surveys, though not inessential. Consistent with other surveys, those using alternative medicine in this sample were mostly white, educated, and female. Of note, however, is that more than 38 percent of Asians used complementary and alternative medicine.

The results from this survey reflect characteristics unique to this population, and the reader should not generalize these data to all patient or even family practice patient populations. First, the sample was small and designed to capture not those using the medical clinic at the time but only those eligible for care at the clinic. A consecutive survey of patients coming into the family practice clinic would be more representative of what physicians are likely to see.

Second, the high level of patient satisfaction with the care at the clinic is not surprising, because the questionnaires were sent back to the same clinic. This design feature might have biased the responses to those patients who were willing to return the questionnaire and report on such satisfaction. It is difficult in any case to assess satisfaction with care from a single, cross-sectional survey.

Third, the questions and method of obtaining responses in this survey are not the same as those used in national surveys, so the responses are expected to be quite different. Finally, statistically significant P values should not be given much weight in this study because when multiple P values are calculated without some adjustment for multiple testing, it would not be unusual to find some below P = 0.05. In fact, a number of differences found between the groups appear to be important but did not make the arbitrary P value cutoff.

Little information is given about the rank or time in military service of those who responded and whether they were active-duty or retired personnel. This information could make quite a difference in what is reported. For example, most patients using complementary and alternative medicine suffered from back pain and had sought chiropractic care. Active-duty personnel are required to pass semiannual physical testing and, if unable to complete such testing successfully, could be discharged from the service. Because chiropractic care would not be reimbursed and few active-duty military have supplementary medical insurance, patient pressure for a quick fix and resentment at having to pay for such services might have prevented or disrupted the normal trust-building relationship often developed between a patient and a complementary or alternative medicine practitioner. In addition, such dissatisfaction is inconsistent with other surveys showing a high degree of satisfaction with complementary and alternative medical care, especially chiropractic care.

It is not unusual for osteopathic physicians in military clinics to do soft tissue manipulation for musculoskeletal problems, but this service is usually not advertised or known by many patients or even other physicians in the clinic. Finally, because more women than men make use of medical services (both conventional and complementary), and the randomization procedure in this study was designed to balance male and female responses, the overall estimate for complementary and alternative medicine use is likely to be lower than the average use rate for patients coming into the clinic for care.

The more than 70 percent of patients in national surveys who use complementary and alternative medicine and do not tell their conventional physician about that use is comparable to the 63 percent in this survey. This finding is indicative of a major communication gap between physicians and the public about complementary and alternative medicine. Patients use alternative practices because it is part of their social network, because they are not satisfied with the process or the result of their conventional care, or because they have an attraction to the philosophies and health beliefs associated with complementary and alternative medicine. More than 80 percent of those who use unconventional practices do so along with conventional medicine. Patients who use unconventional medicine are not unconventional patients. They do not foster general antiscience or anticonventional medicine sentiment or represent a disproportionate number of those who are uned-
The physician has a responsibility to help fill this communication gap by asking patients about their use of complementary and alternative medicine and working with their patients to assure they approach such care in a responsible manner. Uncritical acceptance or rejection of complementary and alternative medicine as whole is not logical, nor will it foster rational communication with patients. Instead, physicians should become familiar with the basic concepts, distinguishing features, and research basis of the main unconventional practices. In addition, physicians need to know to which practitioners of responsible complementary and alternative medicine they can refer patients for specific services, when appropriate. Learning about unconventional medical practices will become increasingly important to the practice of medicine in the future. Finding high-quality research on these practices can help the physician in decision making about complementary and alternative medicine. When no such research is exists, providing this fact can also be useful for many patients.

To address the increasing need for information and research in complementary, alternative, and unconventional medical practices, Congress created the Office of Alternative Medicine (OAM) at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in 1992. The OAM is working with NIH institutes and centers to stimulate research activities, support new collaborative initiatives with the institutes and centers, and track, summarize and help encourage research in complementary and alternative medicine. Information from the NIH can serve as a resource for physicians interested in learning more about research on topics in complementary and alternative medicine. Information can be obtained from its Website at http://www.altmed.od.nih.gov or by calling the toll free public information clearinghouse at 1-888-644-6226.

As the interest in and importance of complementary and alternative medical practices continue to grow, physicians will be increasingly called upon to address these areas. Physicians cannot become knowledgeable about all complementary and alternative medicine practices, but they can apply to it the principles of evidence-based medicine as in any area of health care.
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